TravelMate B116-M is suited for all year levels. It provides adequate processing power and speed, and the ability to store on the device as well as connect to external devices. TravelMate B116-M (Non-Touch) is a great option for all general education purposes, with the capacity to expand for advanced users.

TravelMate P446-M with its higher processing specifications and its ability to multi task more efficiently, is most suited for advanced computer users. TravelMate P446-M is a great choice for students studying:
- Digital Technologies
- Arts and Media
- Design Technologies (Communication or Information Technology Focus)
- Information Processing and Publishing

TravelMate P446-M is also a great choice for students interested in:
- Coding, Game making and Video Production

The Acer Cloudbook is suitable for general use for year levels 8-10 for web browsing and simple tasks.

**Note that the Acer Cloudbook requires a fast internet connection with a high data allowance at home. External storage is recommended as this device does not store programs but uses the cloud.

Acer Aspire Switch 10 Pro, a hybrid device, is suitable for those wanting the touch capability of a tablet, combined with the laptop experience.

Acer Aspire Switch 10 Pro is suitable for all year levels for general education purposes.